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BACKGROUND: Common, operational definitions are crucial to assess interventions and
outcomes related to pediatric mechanical ventilation. These definitions can reduce unnec-
essary variability among research and quality improvement efforts, to ensure findings are
generalizable, and can be pooled to establish best practices.

RESEARCH QUESTION: Can we establish operational definitions for key elements related to
pediatric ventilator liberation using a combination of detailed literature review and
consensus-based approaches?

STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS: A panel of 26 international experts in pediatric ventilator libera-
tion, two methodologists, and two librarians conducted systematic reviews on eight topic areas
related to pediatric ventilator liberation. Through a series of virtual meetings, we established draft
definitions thatwere voted uponusing an anonymousweb-based process. Definitionswere revised
by incorporating extracted data gathered during the systematic review and discussed in another
consensus meeting. A second round of voting was conducted to confirm the final definitions.

RESULTS: In eight topic areas identified by the experts, 16 preliminary definitions were
established. Based on initial discussion and the first round of voting, modifications were
suggested for 11 of the 16 definitions. There was significant variability in how these items
were defined in the literature reviewed. The final round of voting achieved $ 80% agreement
for all 16 definitions in the following areas: what constitutes respiratory support (invasive
mechanical ventilation and noninvasive respiratory support), liberation and failed attempts
to liberate from invasive mechanical ventilation, liberation from respiratory support, dura-
tion of noninvasive respiratory support, total duration of invasive mechanical ventilation,
spontaneous breathing trials, extubation readiness testing, 28 ventilator-free days, and
planned vs rescue use of post-extubation noninvasive respiratory support.

INTERPRETATION: We propose that these consensus-based definitions for elements of pedi-
atric ventilator liberation, informed by evidence, be used for future quality improvement
initiatives and research studies to improve generalizability and facilitate comparison.

CHEST 2023; 163(5):1130-1143
KEY WORDS: airway extubation; extubation failure; high-flow nasal cannula; mechanical
ventilation; noninvasive ventilation; pediatric ICU; ventilator weaning
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Ventilator liberation is a daily practice in pediatric
critical care, yet many aspects of pediatric ventilator
liberation lack a clear evidence base.1-6 There have been
a multitude of studies published on aspects of pediatric
ventilator liberation, but there is significant variability
regarding definitions of interventions and outcomes.
This variability makes it difficult to synthesize the
evidence to establish best practices. Furthermore, as the
field moves toward multi-national and platform-based
clinical trials with ventilated children, it is increasingly
important for there to be a shared framework for
ABBREVIATIONS: ERT = extubation readiness testing; ETT = endo-
tracheal tube; HFNC = high-flow nasal cannula; MV = mechanical
ventilation; NIV = noninvasive ventilation; NRS = noninvasive respi-
ratory support; NPV = negative pressure ventilation; PICO = Popu-
lation, Intervention, Control, Outcomes, Study; SBT = spontaneous
breathing trial; VFD = ventilator-free days; VFDs-28 = 28 ventilator-
free days
AFFILIATIONS: From the Division of Pediatric Critical Care (S. A.-
S., C. W. M.), Department of Pediatrics Riley Hospital for Children
at Indiana University Health, and Ruth Lilly Medical Library (H. J.
C. and E. C. W.), Indiana University School of Medicine, Indian-
apolis, IN; Fetal and Neonatal Institute (N. P. I.), Division of
Neonatology, Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, Department of Pe-
diatrics, Keck School of Medicine, University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, CA; Pediatric Critical Care Unit (A. F.), Hospital
General de Agudos “C. Durand” Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos
Aires, Argentina; Department of Pediatrics (M. G.), Division of
Pediatric Cardiology, University of Cincinnati College of Medicine,
and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center Heart Institute,
Cincinnati, OH; Red Colaborativa Pediátrica de Latinoamérica
(LARed Network) (S. G.-D.) and Departamento de Pediatría Unidad
de Cuidados Intensivos de Niños del Centro Hospitalario Pereira
Rossell, Facultad de Medicina, Universidad de la República, Mon-
tevideo, Uruguay; Department of Anesthesiology and Critical Care
(J. C. H., S. K. K., C. J. L. N., and R. G. K.), Children’s Hospital Los
Angeles, Los Angeles, CA; Department of Paediatrics (M. C. J. K.),
Division of Paediatric Critical Care Medicine, Beatrix Children’s
Hospital, University Medical Center Groningen, University of Gro-
ningen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Department of Pediatrics (Y.
M. L.-F.), Pediatric Critical Care Division, Cruces University Hos-
pital, Biocruces-Bizkaia Health Research Institute, Bizkaia, Spain;
Division of Pediatric Critical Care Medicine (A. T. R.), Department
of Pediatrics, Duke University, Durham, NC; Division of Pediatric
Cardiology (D. K. W.), Cardiothoracic Intensive Care, UC San
Diego, Rady Children’s Hospital, San Diego, CA; Department of
Pediatrics (A. K. B.), Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education
and Research, Chandigarh, India; Wellcome-Wolfson Institute for
Experimental Medicine (B. B.), Queen’s University Belfast, Belfast,
Northern Ireland, United Kingdom; Family and Community Health
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definitions of terms related to ventilated children and
ventilator liberation.

As part of a larger project to establish clinical practice
guidelines for pediatric ventilator liberation,7 we
assembled a multi-professional panel of international
experts in pediatric ventilator liberation. This work
included systematic reviews of the literature to identify the
most common definitions for interventions and outcomes
related to pediatric ventilator liberation. The goal was to
establish operational definitions that could be used for
future research and quality improvement projects.
Study Design and Methods
A panel of 26 international experts was convened in April 2020 based
on their published work in pediatric ventilator liberation in the last 10
years. In addition to the panelists, two methodologists and two
librarians were recruited to support the project. Between April 2020
and October 2021, the expert panel had three virtual meetings to
establish the definitions (Fig 1).

Experts voted on the importance of establishing operational definitions
for a list of topic areas related to pediatric ventilator liberation. Based
on knowledge of the literature related to pediatric and adult ventilator
liberation, the co-chairs of the pediatric ventilator liberation consensus
conference (S. A. S. and R. G. K.) drafted initial definitions for
discussion and voting. The proposed definitions were presented
during a virtual meeting for initial discussion with real-time
modification of definitions as necessary.

Subsequently, all experts participated in anonymous online voting
(Qualtrics) with three options: (1) agree with definition as written;
(2) agree with fundamental concept of definition but suggest
(M. A. Q. C.), University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing, Phil-
adelphia, PA; Research Institute (M. A. Q. C.), Children’s Hospital
of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA; Department of Pediatrics (S. E., P.
J., and G. E.), Sainte-Justine Hospital, Université de Montréal,
Montreal, QC, Canada; Department of Pediatrics (J. R. F.), Pediatric
Critical Care Division, Botucatu Medical School-UNESP-São Paulo
State University, Botucatu, SP, Brazil; Division of Critical Care
Medicine (S. M. M. H.), Department of Pediatrics, Seattle Children’s
Hospital and University of Washington, Seattle, WA; Copenhagen
Trial Unit (S. K. K.), Centre for Clinical Intervention Research, The
Capital Region of Denmark, Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen University
Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark; Centre for Human and Applied
Physiological Sciences (G. F. R.), Faculty of Life Sciences & Medi-
cine, King’s College London, London, England; Department of
Surgery and Cancer (P. R.), Faculty of Medicine, Imperial College
London, London, England; Florence Nightingale Faculty of Nursing
(L. R.), Midwifery and Palliative Care, King’s College London,
London, England; Edge Hill University Health Research Institute (L.
N. T.), Ormskirk, England; KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital (J.
J. M. W.), Singapore; Respiratory Therapy Department (N. N.),
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA; and Depart-
ment of Anesthesiology and Critical Care (C. J. L. N. and R. G. K.),
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, University of Southern California
Keck School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
DISCLAIMER: American College of Chest Physician guidelines are
intended for general information only, are not medical advice, and do
not replace professional medical care and physician advice, which al-
ways should be sought for any medical condition. The complete
disclaimer for this guideline can be accessed at https://www.chestnet.
org/Guidelines-and-Resources.
CORRESPONDENCE TO: Samer Abu-Sultaneh, MD; email: sultaneh@
iu.edu
Copyright � 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc under li-
cense from the American College of Chest Physicians. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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• Spontaneous breathing trial
• Extubation readiness testing

• Invasive MV
• NIV

• CPAP
• NPV

• HFNC
• Conventional oxygen therapy

• Planned vs rescue post-
extubation NRS

• Liberation from invasive MV
• Failed attempt to liberate from
   invasive MV
• Liberation from respiratory support
• Duration of NRS
• Total duration of invasive MV
• VFDs-28

Interventions Both Outcomes

Figure 1 – Conceptual framework of pediatric ventilator liberation operational definitions. HFNC ¼ high-flow nasal cannula; MV ¼ mechanical
ventilation; NIV ¼ noninvasive ventilation; NPV ¼ negative pressure ventilation; NRS ¼ noninvasive respiratory support; VFDs-28 ¼ 28 ventilator-
free days.
following clarifications; or (3) disagree with fundamental concept of
definition and would suggest the following instead. For options two
and three, the experts could type comments for consideration.
1132 Guidelines and Consensus Statements
The co-chairs modified definitions based on this feedback and
presented the voting results and modified definitions to experts in a
subsequent virtual meeting.
Systematic Reviews
In parallel, five systematic reviews were conducted as
part of the parent project to answer eight PICO
(Population, Intervention, Control, Outcomes, Study)
questions related to pediatric ventilator liberation. For
all PICO questions, the population of interest focused
on children ventilated for at least 24 h. Key outcomes
included the rates of liberation from invasive and
noninvasive mechanical ventilation (MV), total
duration of invasive MV, duration of noninvasive
respiratory support (NRS), failure to liberate from
invasive MV (including re-intubation rates), ventilator-
free days (VFDs), PICU length of stay, hospital length
of stay, effort/work of breathing, and mortality. The
questions are summarized in Table 1 and focused on
methods to conduct spontaneous breathing trials
(SBTs), duration of SBTs, measures of respiratory
muscle strength, post-extubation upper airway
obstruction, NRS use after extubation, and sedation
managment. Medline, Embase, and CINAHL databases
were searched based on a combination of Medical
Subject Headings terms and key words. There were no
language or date limitations (e-Tables 1-5). Specific
details about the inclusion and exclusion criteria and
the methods for review have been published
previously.7 For all articles that met inclusion and
exclusion criteria for a given PICO question, experts
extracted the definitions used in the individual studies
related to proposed definition topic areas. Data
extraction occurred in a REDCap database.
For each of the proposed definitions, the co-chairs (S. A.
S. and R. G. K.) synthesized the extracted data from the
published studies related to each definition and
presented these summary findings to the expert panel
for consideration during a virtual meeting. The data
presented included the number of studies that explicitly
defined the term of interest and specifics about the
definitions. Synthesis focused on common elements for
each definition, as well as areas which differed (eg,
whether the study used a time frame for re-intubation
such as 24, 48, or > 48 h of planned extubation).
Subsequently, final modifications were made to the
definitions. A second round of anonymous online voting
(Qualtrics) was conducted, where experts were given
only two options (agree/disagree), with the disagree
option allowing inclusion of comments in a text box. An
80% agreement threshold was required to constitute
agreement for a definition. Comments related to
disagreement are synthesized into the rationale provided
below for each definition.
Recommendations and Rationale
There were eight topic areas identified by experts with
16 preliminary definitions established. Based on initial
discussion and the first voting, modifications were
suggested for 11 of the 16 definitions that did not reach
the 80% agreement threshold: noninvasive ventilation
(NIV), CPAP, high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC),
conventional oxygen therapy, liberation from invasive
[ 1 6 3 # 5 CHE ST MA Y 2 0 2 3 ]



TABLE 1 ] List of Pediatric Ventilator Liberation Guideline PICO Questions

PICO Question

1. SBT method
In acutely hospitalized children receiving conventional mechanical ventilation for > 24 h who are undergoing an
SBT as part of extubation readiness assessments, should inspiratory pressure augmentation (ie, pressure
support or automatic tube compensation) be used?

2. SBT duration
In acutely hospitalized children receiving conventional mechanical ventilation for > 24 h who are undergoing an
SBT to assess for extubation readiness, should the SBT be conducted for 30 min or 60-120 min?

3. Utility of measuring respiratory muscle strength/function
In acutely hospitalized children receiving conventional mechanical ventilation for > 24 h should a measure of
respiratory muscle strength during airway occlusion (ie, the negative inspiratory force or maximal inspiratory
pressure during airway occlusion) be included in determining extubation readiness?

4. Utility of using the air leak test to predict upper airway obstruction
In acutely hospitalized children receiving conventional mechanical ventilation for > 24 h, should an endotracheal
tube air leak test be measured prior to extubation to predict post-extubation upper airway obstruction?

5. Utility of using corticosteroids to prevent upper airway obstruction
In acutely hospitalized children receiving conventional mechanical ventilation for > 24 h, should systemic
corticosteroids be administered prior to extubation to prevent post-extubation upper airway obstruction?

6. Post-extubation noninvasive respiratory support vs conventional oxygen therapy
In acutely hospitalized children receiving conventional mechanical ventilation for > 24 h, should planned
noninvasive respiratory support (HFNC, CPAP, or NIV) be used post-extubation?

7. Post-extubation NIV/CPAP vs HFNC
In acutely hospitalized children being extubated to planned noninvasive respiratory support (NIV, CPAP or HFNC),
would NIV/CPAP be superior to HFNC?

8. Sedation management
In acutely hospitalized children receiving conventional mechanical ventilation for > 24 h, should a goal-directed
sedation protocol be used compared with non-protocolized sedation management to guide sedation
management during mechanical ventilation and endotracheal extubation?

HFNC ¼ high-flow nasal cannula; NIV ¼ noninvasive ventilation; PICO ¼ Population, Intervention, Control, Outcomes, Study; SBT ¼ spontaneous breathing
trial.
MV, failed attempt to liberate from invasive MV,
duration of NRS, total duration of invasive MV, SBT,
extubation readiness testing (ERT), and 28 VFDs
(VFDs-28) (e-Table 6).

The systematic review yielded 49 articles for which
definitions were extracted, although not all topics for
definitions were addressed explicitly in the articles.
In these circumstances, the panelists were informed
that no studies were identified. The articles that were
used to inform the definitions are cited in
Table 2.8-53 During the final voting round, the expert
panel agreed on all modified definitions (e-Table 7).
Final definitions are shown in Table 2 and reported
below.
Respiratory Support
Respiratory support includes invasive MV and NRS.
NRS includes NIV, CPAP, negative pressure ventilation
(NPV), and HFNC (Fig 2).
chestjournal.org
Definition 1. Invasive Mechanical Ventilation (MV)
(100% Agreement)

Positive pressure ventilation delivered via an artificial
airway (ie, endotracheal tube [ETT] or tracheostomy
tube) into the trachea.

Background: Respiratory support modalities carry
different risk/benefit profiles for patients and different
values for critical care providers, caregivers, and policy
makers. Invasive MV is often thought to have the highest
risk profile due to known complications such as ventilator-
induced lung injury, ventilator-associated events, airway
trauma, exposure to opioids and sedatives, critical illness
myopathy/neuropathy, cost, and long-term pediatric post-
intensive care syndrome.54-58 Hence clear delineation of
the course of invasive MV was felt to be crucial.

Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: The definition of invasive MV was
relatively straightforward and consistent across reviewed
studies.8-53 In most circumstances, ventilators provide
1133



TABLE 2 ] Pediatric Ventilator Liberation Operational Definitions

Topic Definition

A. Respiratory Support: respiratory support includes invasive mechanical ventilation and noninvasive respiratory
support

1. Invasive mechanical ventilation (MV)5,8–50: Positive pressure ventilation delivered via an artificial airway
(ie, endotracheal tube [ETT] or tracheostomy tube) into the trachea.

Noninvasive respiratory support (NRS):

2. Noninvasive ventilation (NIV)14,15,17,19,26,32,34,41,42,49: Positive pressure with variable levels of pressure
delivered without an artificial airway via any interface which aims to provide an occlusive fit (eg, nasal mask,
nasal pillows/prongs, full face mask or helmet). Examples include bi-level positive airway pressure or nasal
high-frequency oscillation ventilation.

3. CPAP: Positive pressure with a single continuous distending pressure delivered without an artificial airway via
any interface which aims to provide an occlusive fit (eg, nasal mask, nasal pillows/prongs, full face mask or
helmet).

4. Negative pressure ventilation (NPV): A type of respiratory support in which the surface of the thorax and/
or abdomen is exposed to sub-atmospheric pressure (ie, negative pressure).

5. High-flow nasal cannula (HFNC)19,32,39,40,49,50: Flow that is delivered through a heated humidified nasal
cannula circuit and interface at a flow rate which is:
� $ 1 L/kg/min for patients up to 10 kg
� $ 10 L/min for patients above 10 kg

When the HFNC flow falls below the above rates, the patient is considered to be receiving conventional oxygen
therapy (see Definition 6).

6. Conventional oxygen therapy: In the context of defining liberation from respiratory support, conventional
oxygen therapy is not considered a respiratory support.

Conventional oxygen therapy is defined as the provision of > 0.21 oxygen by any of the following devices applied
to a spontaneously breathing patient regardless of presence of humidification:

d. Face mask oxygen delivered via any type of nonocclusive mask
e. Nasal cannula at flow rates less than HFNC rates (see Definition 5)
f. Tracheostomy collar without positive pressure

B. 7. Liberation from invasive MV8–44,53: A patient is considered to be liberated from invasive MV when:
a. ETT: An ETT is removed and is not re-inserted within 48 h.*
b. Tracheostomy tube: Positive pressure ventilation is no longer being delivered through a tracheostomy

tube and is not re-initiated within 48 h.* This includes application of controlled, assisted, supported, or CPAP
modes of positive pressure via a tracheostomy tube for any period during the day/night.

*Excluding use for temporary procedures

8. Failed attempt to liberate from invasive MV (ie, extubation failure):
a. ETT: Re-intubation within 48 h following extubation or a placement of a new tracheostomy with delivery of

positive pressure ventilation for any period of the day.*
b. Tracheostomy tube: Re-institution of positive pressure ventilation within 48 h after attempt of liberation

from invasive mechanical ventilation.* This includes application of controlled, assisted, supported, or CPAP
modes of positive pressure via a tracheostomy tube for any period during the day/night.

*Excluding use for temporary procedures

C. 9. Liberation from respiratory support19,41: A patient is considered liberated from respiratory support when
the patient is no longer receiving invasive MV or NRS, and it is not re-initiated within 48 h.

D. 10. Duration of NRS10,12,13,15,19,30,33,41: A measure of the total duration in which any of the NRS modes (Def-
initions 2-5) are applied.
� If NRS is resumed > 48 h after an initial attempt to liberate from NRS, it is considered a new NRS course.
� If one of the above NRS modes is re-initiated # 48 h from an attempt to liberate from NRS, it is considered a

failed liberation attempt, and the duration of NRS should include the time (# 48 h) that the patient was not
receiving one of these therapies.

E. 11. Total duration of invasive MV8–52: Time from initiation of invasive MV until successful liberation from
invasive MV or death.
� If invasive MV is resumed > 48 h after an initial attempt to liberate from invasive MV, it is considered a new

ventilation course.
� If invasive MV is resumed # 48 h of an initial attempt to liberate from invasive MV, it is considered a failed

liberation attempt, and the duration of invasive MV should include the time (# 48 h) that the patient was not
receiving invasive MV.

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 ] (Continued)

Topic Definition

F. 12. Spontaneous breathing trial (SBT): is defined as a systematic method of reduction of invasive MV support
to predetermined settings to assess the likelihood that a patient will be able to independently maintain
adequate minute ventilation and gas exchange without excessive respiratory effort if liberated from invasive
MV.

13. Extubation readiness testing (ERT): is defined as a bundle of elements used to assess the patient’s
eligibility to be liberated from invasive MV. In addition to the SBT, this may include factors such as assessment
of sedation level, adequacy of neurologic control of the airway (ie, cough and gag), likelihood of post-extu-
bation upper airway obstruction, assessment of respiratory muscle strength, magnitude of airway secretions,
hemodynamic status, and a plan for post-extubation respiratory support.

G. 14. Twenty-eight ventilator-free days (VFDs-28):
a. For survivors: equals 28 minus the sum of invasive MV days during the first 28 d after initiation of invasive

MV.
b. For nonsurvivors: VFDs-28 would be ZERO if death occurred within 28 d of initiation of invasive MV. If

death occurs after 28 d, VFD-28 is calculated in the same way as for survivors.

H. Planned vs rescue post-extubation NRS use9,14,39,41,49:
15. Planned: application of NRS (NIV, CPAP, NPV, or HFNC) which was planned to be initiated immediately after

an attempt of liberation from invasive MV.
16. Rescue: application of NRS (NIV, CPAP, NPV, or HFNC) within 48 h after an attempt of liberation from invasive

MV which was NOT planned prior to the invasive MV liberation attempt.
invasive MV through the endotracheal or tracheostomy
tube, but in rare instances, hand-bag ventilation can be
used, particularly in low-resource settings. For this
reason, the definition focuses on any positive pressure
being delivered through a tube which passes into the
trachea.
Definition 2. Noninvasive Ventilation (NIV)
(87% Agreement)

Positive pressure with variable levels of pressure
delivered without an artificial airway via any interface
which aims to provide an occlusive fit (eg, nasal mask,
nasal pillows/prongs, full face mask or helmet).
Examples include bi-level positive airway pressure or
nasal high-frequency oscillation ventilation.
Invasive mechanical ventilation

Respiratory support

Noninvasive
ventilation

CPAP

Figure 2 – Respiratory support types.

chestjournal.org
Definition 3. CPAP (91% Agreement)

Positive pressure with a single continuous distending
pressure delivered without an artificial airway via any
interface which aims to provide an occlusive fit (eg, nasal
mask, nasal pillows/prongs, full face mask or helmet).

Background: There are increasing varieties of interfaces
and noninvasive modes which are used to deliver
positive pressure. Interface fit, as well as the modality of
support, are crucial components to the benefits and risks
of noninvasive modes. It is often difficult to generalize
findings from individual studies related to NIV or CPAP
without a clear description of the interface and systems
used.59 In addition, the therapeutic target of NIV may
differ from CPAP, although these terms are often
combined or used interchangeably in the literature.
Noninvasive Respiratory support

Negative pressure
ventilation

High-flow nasal
cannula

113
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Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: Ten (20.4%) of the 49 articles examined
during the systematic review reported on the use of
NIV or CPAP post-extubation.14,15,17,19,26,32,34,41,42,49

Post-extubation NIV and CPAP use was not clearly
specified in four articles,15,17,19,32 while three articles
combined NIV with CPAP,14,26,49 two reported NIV
alone,34,42 and one study reported CPAP alone.41 The
CPAP/NIV interface varied; four studies used full face or
oro-nasal mask,14,34,42,49 two used nasal pillows/occlusive
prongs,14,49 one used nonocclusive oral mask,41 one used
helmet,49 two used oral mask,41,49 and five did not report
the interface used.15,17,19,26,32

In discussion with the panelists, the largest area for
disagreement in defining CPAP or NIV was related to
the occlusiveness of the interface. This affects the
amount of pressure and oxygen delivered to the lungs.
As an example, many studies of CPAP/NIV report using
nasal cannula-type interfaces, which most panel experts
considered to deliver a different level of support than
occlusive nasal interfaces (eg, prongs or pillows) or oro-
nasal interfaces.60 These interfaces also have different
risk profiles for pressure injury and patient comfort.61

Therefore, almost all panelists felt that occlusive fit was
necessary to label a therapy CPAP or NIV. In addition,
the panel felt it important to differentiate CPAP from
NIV, because the addition of inspiratory pressure
augmentation with NIV likely represents a different
therapeutic target than positive end-expiratory pressure
alone with CPAP. These were also considered to have
different risk/benefit profiles and potentially different
levels of tolerance among patients. Future studies in
pediatric ventilation liberation should report the specific
interface used for CPAP/NIV and treat NIV and CPAP
as different interventions.62
Definition 4. Negative Pressure Ventilation (NPV)
(96% Agreement)

A type of respiratory support in which the surface of the
thorax and/or abdomen is exposed to sub-atmospheric
pressure (ie, negative pressure).

Background: NPV is typically delivered through a
cuirass-type device that can synchronize with patient
effort to augment a reduction in pleural pressure to
stimulate airflow delivery. While there are limited
studies of NPV related to ventilator liberation in the
PICU, devices are commercially available and have been
1136 Guidelines and Consensus Statements
used in some PICUs to provide respiratory support in
addition to or in place of positive pressure ventilation.63

Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: The definition of NPV was relatively
straightforward, with minimal debate among the
panelists. The panelists did feel that NPV constituted a
form of respiratory support, and that NPV should be
explicitly differentiated from other forms of respiratory
support, in addition to reporting its concomitant use
with other modes of respiratory support.

Definition 5. High-Flow Nasal Cannula (HFNC)
(87% Agreement)

Flow that is delivered through a heated humidified nasal
cannula circuit and interface at a flow rate, which is:

a. $ 1 L/kg/min for patients up to 10 kg.
b. $ 10 L/min for patients above 10 kg.

When the HFNC flow falls below the above rates, the
patient is considered to be receiving conventional
oxygen therapy (see Definition 6).

Definition 6. Conventional Oxygen Therapy
(96% Agreement)

In the context of defining liberation from respiratory
support, conventional oxygen therapy is not considered
a respiratory support.

Conventional oxygen therapy is defined as the provision
of > 0.21 oxygen by any of the following devices applied
to a spontaneously breathing patient regardless of
presence of humidification:

a. Face mask oxygen delivered via any type of non-
occlusive mask

b. Nasal cannula at flow rates less than HFNC rates (see
Definition 5)

c. Tracheostomy collar without positive pressure

Background: HFNC is increasingly used in PICU for
various indications64,65 but with significant controversy.
Controversy even exists about the most appropriate
terminology: HFNC; heated, humidified high-flow nasal
cannula (HHHFNC); or high-flow nasal oxygen
(HFNO). Fundamentally, there is a need to differentiate
HFNC from conventional oxygen therapy, CPAP, and
NIV, given different benefits, risks, and cost. There is
inconsistency in the definition of HFNC, and whether
this should be based on a minimum flow rate, the device
or interface used, and whether there is a requirement for
the gas to be heated and humidified. There is also
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*Excluding use for temporary procedures.
*Excluding use for temporary procedures.
inconsistency as to whether supplemental oxygen is
required for HFNC, given that HFNC is often used
without supplemental oxygen for children who have
high work of breathing.

Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: Six studies reported post-extubation
HFNC.19,32,39,40,49,50 Three studies defined HFNC based
on a flow of 1 to 1.99 L/kg/min,39,40,50 two did not
specify a flow rate,19,32 while one study defined HFNC as
2 L/kg/min for children below 10 kg and specified
minimum flow rates for different weight brackets.49

Description of HFNC humidification and heating were
only reported in two-thirds of the included
studies.39,40,49,50 The definition used to delineate the end
of HFNC was not reported in the majority of
studies,32,39,40,50 and one study defined it as removal of
HFNC interface regardless of flow rate.49

There was extensive discussion among the expert panel
with a general belief that the definition of HFNC should
not be based on the interface or device type being used.
Areas of disagreement focused mainly on the minimum
flow rate for inclusion, particularly when considering
how to define discontinuation of HFNC. While the
minimal effective dose of HFNC remains somewhat
controversial, existing physiological studies were used to
support inclusion in the definition of a minimal flow
rate of 1 L/kg/min for children less than 10 kg, based
primarily on its effect on work of breathing. For children
over 10 kg,66,67 a minimum flow rate of 10 L/min was
considered pragmatic, to differentiate HFNC from
conventional oxygen therapy. Moreover, since the intent
of HFNC is often to reduce work of breathing, and not
simply to deliver oxygen, experts did not feel oxygen
supplementation was a necessary element in the
definition. The use of heating and humidification was
considered a crucial element of the potential therapeutic
benefit and patient tolerance of the therapy, hence the
panel believed these should be contained in the
definition.

There may be challenges to implementing this HFNC
definition, as it will necessitate consideration of patient-
related factors (weight) to define the commencement
and discontinuation of the therapy, rather than simply
the interface being used. Weight is crucial for many
elements of pediatric medicine, so it is likely widely
available. The additional burden may relate to explicitly
reporting the flow rate of HFNC. On balance, this
additional burden was outweighed by the benefits of
more clearly defining the time frame in which the
chestjournal.org
patient is truly receiving what is believed to be HFNC
therapy.

Definition 7. Liberation From Invasive MV
(96% Agreement)

A patient is considered to be liberated from invasive MV
when:

a. ETT: An ETT is removed and is not reinserted within
48 h.*

b. Tracheostomy tube: Positive pressure ventilation is
no longer being delivered through a tracheostomy
tube and is not re-initiated within 48 h.* This includes
application of controlled, assisted, supported, or
CPAP modes of positive pressure via a tracheostomy
tube for any period during the day/night.

Definition 8. Failed Attempt to Liberate From
Invasive MV (ie, Extubation Failure)
(96% Agreement)

a. ETT: Re-intubation within 48 h following extubation
or a placement of a new tracheostomy with delivery of
positive pressure ventilation for any period of the
day.*

b. Tracheostomy tube: Re-institution of positive pres-
sure ventilation within 48 h after attempt of liberation
from invasive mechanical ventilation.* This includes
application of controlled, assisted, supported, or
CPAP modes of positive pressure via a tracheostomy
tube for any period during the day/night.

Background: Successful liberation from invasive MV is
an important outcome reported in nearly all studies of
ventilated children, yet there is significant inconsistency
in the literature in terms of how it is defined. This
inconsistency is complicated by increasing use of NIV
after extubation,68 which may prevent re-intubation for
some or simply prolong the time to re-intubation for
others. It is unclear whether a patient who is re-
intubated several days following extubation should be
considered to have failed extubation, or whether the
reason for re-intubation should be factored into the
definition, as the need for re-intubation may relate to a
new event such as development of a hospital-acquired
pneumonia.

Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: Most studies (36 of 49 [73.5%]) used
re-intubation as the definition for extubation
failure8-14,16-38,40-44,53; only two studies considered re-
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intubation and/or use of NIV post-extubation as
extubation failure.15,39 The most common reported time
frame for extubation failure was 48 h (44.7%), followed
by 24 h (28.9%) and 72 h (7.9%) (Fig. 3). None of the
analyzed studies included patients with tracheostomy
with home MV, while one study included patients with
tracheostomy without home MV who were receiving
MV in the PICU.43

The time frame of liberation for invasive MV and
extubation failure was a major discussion point among
the panelists. Ultimately, the panel elected for a 48 h
time frame to define extubation failure for several
reasons. First, 48 h is most commonly reported in the
literature and is also consistent with adult ventilator
liberation definitions.69 Second, 24 h was perceived as
too short, given the increasing use of NRS following
extubation, which may prolong the time to re-
intubation. Third, extubation failures beyond 48 h were
thought to be less attributable to the primary ventilation
course. Additional time frames (ie, 72 h or 7 days) were
considered to be beneficial as secondary outcomes for
certain patient populations such as those with cardiac
disease, chronic critical illness, neuromuscular disorders,
and traumatic brain injury.

We added “new tracheostomy with delivery of positive
pressure ventilation” to the extubation failure definition
for patients with an ETT, to explicitly characterize this
as extubation failure. The panel felt that because invasive
MV, NIV, and HFNC carry different benefit/risk
profiles, failure to liberate from invasive MV and the
time on invasive MV should be specifically differentiated
from time on NIV and HFNC.
44.7%

7.9%

28.9%

18.4%

Within 24 h Within 48 h Within 72 h Not specified

Figure 3 – Reported extubation failure time frame (n ¼ 38).
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For patients with existing tracheostomy without home
MV but who are receiving invasive MV in the PICU, the
panel felt it important to clarify that all modes of
positive pressure delivered through the tracheostomy
constituted invasive MV. This was a point of discussion
because the use of NIV was unlikely in these patients
given that they have an existing invasive airway. Patients
with a tracheostomy and home ventilation are not
commonly included in pediatric ventilator liberation
research, but they are a growing population in the PICU.
Future studies should specifically establish definitions
related to pediatric ventilator liberation for this
population.

Definition 9. Liberation From Respiratory Support
(100% Agreement)

A patient is considered liberated from respiratory
support when the patient is no longer receiving invasive
MV or NRS and it is not re-initiated within 48 h.

Definition 10. Duration of NRS (100% Agreement)

A measure of the total duration in which any of the NRS
modes (Definitions 2-5) are applied.

� If NRS is resumed > 48 h after an initial attempt to
liberate from NRS, it is considered a new NRS course.

� If one of above NRS is re-initiated # 48 h from an
attempt to liberate from NRS, it is considered a failed
liberation attempt, and the duration of NRS should
include the time (# 48 h) that the patient was not
receiving one of these therapies.

Background: The last decade has seen increased use of
NRS in the PICU. At times, reductions in length of
invasive MV may be traded for increased use or duration
of NRS.70-72 These treatment modalities may have
differential impact and importance for families, patients,
health-care professionals, and policy makers.

Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: Definitions of NRS discontinuation
were only explicitly reported in two studies and related
to physical removal of the machine delivering NRS.19,41

Experts felt the concepts of NRS liberation should mimic
the definition and time frame (ie, 48 h) of liberation
from invasive MV. In addition, most patients are
liberated from NRS within 48 h of extubation.73 The
panel discussed the potential importance of identifying
the subset of patients who receive prolonged NRS or
those who go on to receive chronic NRS after PICU
discharge. Furthermore, because tolerance and risk/
benefit profiles differ based on NRS modalities, it was
felt that studies specifically focused on NRS following
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extubation should report the duration of different NRS
modalities. Panel members did acknowledge that the
additional resources required to gather these data may
not always be available. Important areas for additional
research were identified, including patient, family
member, policy maker, and clinician perspectives
regarding trade-offs between the use of invasive MV
vs NRS and prolonged NRS. Additional areas of research
included methods to incorporate preexisting use of NRS
and nocturnal NRS in the definitions of NRS use and
NRS duration, as well as appropriate benchmarks for
optimal rate and duration of NRS use following
extubation vs duration of invasive MV and extubation
failure.

Definition 11. Total Duration of Invasive MV
(91% Agreement)

Time from initiation of invasive MV until successful
liberation from invasive MV or death.

� If invasive MV is resumed > 48 h after an initial
attempt to liberate from invasive MV, it is considered
a new ventilation course.

� If invasive MV is resumed# 48 h of an initial attempt
to liberate from invasive MV, it is considered a failed
liberation attempt, and the duration of invasive MV
should include the time (# 48 h) that the patient was
not receiving invasive MV.

Background: Duration of invasive MV is one of the
most important outcomes for pediatric ventilator
liberation, and it is used as a balancing measure to
extubation failure. It is also an important metric for
policy makers for considering resource allocation and
utilization tracking. There is general consensus on how
to define duration of invasive MV, although there
remains some inconsistency in its measurement and
reporting in randomized controlled trials.

Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: Almost all studies reported invasive
MV duration. Only six of the analyzed studies reported
the combination of invasive MV and NIV
duration,10,12,13,15,30,33 while one study separately
reported the duration of NRS from duration of invasive
MV.14 Most studies (36 of 49 [73.5%]) used initiation of
invasive MV as the commencement anchoring point to
calculate the duration of invasive MV, although two
studies used randomization in the study as an anchoring
point.33,40

Panel experts selected the initiation of invasive MV as
opposed to time of study randomization as the
chestjournal.org
anchoring point to identify commencement of invasive
MV for the calculation of total invasive MV duration
because it captures the whole course of invasive MV and
its associated risks. Moreover, with effective
randomization, duration of invasive MV
prerandomization should be similar. This definition can
also be applied across study types (cohort, case control,
randomized trials). There was also discussion about how
to consider patients who die on invasive MV. The panel
felt that length of invasive MV should be reported only
in survivors, particularly when mortality rates are
different between treatment groups. Use of composite
outcomes such as VFDs (see Definition 14) may be more
appropriate for studies with a significant number of
patients who die while on invasive MV. Important areas
for research included establishing benchmarks for
invasive MV duration in subpopulations of children
(based on presenting illnesses, comorbidities, and
severity of illness) to be used by PICU providers,
researchers, and policy makers.

Definition 12. Spontaneous Breathing Trial (SBT)
(91% Agreement)

SBT is defined as a systematic method of reduction of
invasive MV support to predetermined settings to assess
the likelihood that a patient will be able to independently
maintain adequate minute ventilation and gas exchange
without excessive respiratory effort if liberated from
invasive MV.

Definition 13. Extubation Readiness Testing (ERT)
(96% Agreement)

ERT is defined as a bundle of elements used to assess the
patient’s eligibility to be liberated from invasive MV. In
addition to the SBT, this may include factors such as
assessment of sedation level, adequacy of neurologic
control of the airway (ie, cough and gag), likelihood of
post-extubation upper airway obstruction, assessment of
respiratory muscle strength, magnitude of airway
secretions, hemodynamic status, and a plan for post-
extubation respiratory support.

Background: SBT and ERT are often used
interchangeably in the literature, although they
represent different concepts, with an SBT often being a
component of an ERT.

Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: Panelists built on the conceptual
framework that the SBT is an element of the ERT. The
SBT gauges whether the patient will be able to initiate
spontaneous breaths and breathe independently without
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excessive respiratory effort after extubation. The SBT is
an important element of the ERT bundle. However,
there are other elements that need to be assessed to
achieve successful extubation. The ERT bundle may
additionally include elements such as sedation level,
adequacy of neurologic control of the airway (ie, cough
and gag), likelihood of post-extubation upper airway
obstruction, assessment of respiratory muscle strength,
magnitude of airway secretions, hemodynamic status,
and a plan for post-extubation respiratory support.

There was general agreement on the SBT and ERT
definitions. The SBT definition was clarified by adding
“reduction of ventilator support to predetermined
settings” to distinguish it from gradual reduction of
ventilatory support. ERT elements were discussed to
ensure inclusiveness of all important elements reported
in the literature, although panelists felt it was necessary
to allow for inclusion of other elements which may be
important based on local practice or patient-specific risk
factors. Panelists also acknowledged that the individual
elements proposed for ERTs were not all mandatory to
constitute an ERT.

Definition 14. 28 Ventilator-Free Days (VFDs-28)
(91% Agreement)

a. For survivors: equals 28 minus the sum of invasive
MV days during the first 28 days following initiation
of invasive MV.

b. For non-survivors: VFDs-28 would be ZERO if death
occurred within 28 days of initiation of invasive MV.
If death occurs after 28 days, VFDs-28 are calculated
in the same way as for survivors.

Background: VFDs-28 are commonly reported in trials
of mechanically ventilated patients as they capture a
composite outcome of mortality and length of
ventilation.74 Because length of ventilation is influenced
by the above definitions related to ventilator liberation,
the panel felt it was important to specifically address
VFDs in these definitions.

Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: The definition of VFDs-28 was not
clearly reported in any of the studies included in our
systematic reviews. The panel felt it important to stay
consistent with existing definitions for VFDs-28,
incorporating the definitions for duration of invasive
MV reported above. The panel felt it may be relevant to
use similar definitions for 28 NRS-free days (28 NIV-
1140 Guidelines and Consensus Statements
free days, 28 CPAP-free days, and 28 HFNC-free days),
although the relevance of these outcomes was uncertain.
Examples of VFDs-28 calculation are shown in e-
Table 8.

Definition 15. Planned NRS Post-extubation Use
(100% Agreement)

The application of NRS (NIV, CPAP, NPV, or HFNC)
which was planned to be initiated immediately after an
attempt of liberation from invasive MV.

Definition 16. Rescue NRS Post-extubation Use
(100% Agreement)

The application of NRS (NIV, CPAP, NPV, or HFNC)
within 48 h after an attempt of liberation from invasive
MV which was NOT planned prior to the invasive MV
liberation attempt.

Background: NRS is sometimes applied in a planned
fashion (ie, the practitioner intends to use it regardless of
clinical status after extubation), while other times it is
used when the patient is failing conventional therapies
(rescue). The efficacy of using NRS post-extubation to
prevent extubation failure in the pediatric population is
still under investigation.68,75 It is still unclear if planned
NRS use provides any advantage over rescue or delayed
NRS use.

Summary of deliberations, studies, and
implementation: Definitions of planned vs rescue NRS
use post-extubation varied between studies.9,14,39,41,49

Intention to use NRS post-extubation defined planned
NRS in three studies,39,41,49 while another study defined
it as the initiation of NRS within 60 min of extubation.9

A focus of discussion among the panel was whether a
specific time frame after extubation for initiation of NRS
could be used to define planned vs rescue, given that it
may be impossible to ascertain whether the therapy was
planned simply by reviewing the medical record. For
example, if NRS is started 30 min following extubation,
this could be in response to the patient failing
conventional therapies, or as part of a predetermined
treatment plan. As such, the panel felt the definition
should not be based on time to initiate NRS but rather
clinician intent. Ascertainment of this may require some
discussion with the care team. Using a specific data
collection form to differentiate planned from rescue
therapy or implementing documentation within the
electronic health record would assist in making this data
collection more feasible and accurate.
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Potential Gaps With These Proposed
Definitions
These proposed definitions are intended to represent the
spectrum of respiratory support for pediatric ventilator
liberation. However, there are some gaps. First, given the
changing landscape of respiratory support devices, the
panel was unclear how to best characterize CPAP/NIV
delivered with nonocclusive interfaces. The panel felt
strongly that these types of interfaces (ie, nasal cannula)
did not provide the same level of support as CPAP/NIV
delivered with occlusive interfaces and should be treated
separately. At the same time, they are likely distinct from
HFNC and conventional oxygen therapy. At this point,
the panel did not suggest a clear definition or label for
this group of patients, and encourages future studies
capture data related to the occlusive fit of CPAP/NIV
interfaces to inform future definitions.

Second, there was not clear consensus about how to
characterize respiratory support for children who are
receiving HFNC or “conventional oxygen” with 0.21
FIO2. The panel felt that when heating and humification
were used with flow rates exceeding 1 L/kg or 10 L, that
these patients met the definitions for HFNC. It remains
unclear how to categorize these patients when flow rates
fall below HFNC flow rates but 0.21 FIO2 is used.
Technically, these patients do not meet our proposed
definitions for conventional oxygen therapy, and likely
represent a different group.

Third, we did not address use of extracorporeal therapies
(ie, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation and
extracorporeal CO2 removal) which may provide
respiratory support. It is certainly possible that some
patients could meet our definitions for liberation from
respiratory support but are still receiving extracorporeal
therapies. This is likely to constitute a small proportion
of patients in most studies of pediatric ventilator
liberation, but investigators should specifically address
these scenarios in studies where there are likely to be a
significant number of patients on extracorporeal
support.
Limitations
In addition to the potential gaps identified above, there
are important limitations of this work. First, the expert
panel was chosen based on the criterion of having
published on pediatric ventilator liberation in the last 10
years. While this has advantages of experts with
experience in this domain, it may lead to
underrepresentation of experts from resource-limited
chestjournal.org
settings, or more junior investigators. To overcome this
limitation, we attempted to focus on including more
junior investigators, as well as multi-professional
international representatives. Second, there is a risk in
consensus-based approaches that people feel obligated to
agree with definitions. We attempted to reduce the
impact of this by using anonymous online voting. Third,
while we conducted systematic reviews to identify
relevant evidence, we analyzed only articles included in
the systematic reviews related to the parent project
focused on developing pediatric ventilator liberation
guidelines.7 We did not conduct a separate search to
specifically identify all the pediatric respiratory evidence
related to these modalities. Finally, we chose topic areas
which we felt were most relevant to standardize in
studies of pediatric ventilator liberation but acknowledge
that there are likely many more topic areas which would
benefit from this type of approach.

Conclusions
Although we have made substantial progress in research
related to pediatric ventilator liberation, there continue
to be many unanswered questions. It is imperative that
definitions for important elements in pediatric ventilator
liberation are standardized to facilitate pooling of data
across studies and help generalize findings from research
into clinical practice. We propose that these pediatric
ventilator liberation operational definitions be used in
future quality improvement and research studies. Future
work is needed to study the feasibility of implementing
these definitions in different ICU settings and
populations and identify areas in need of refinement.
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